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1 BACKGROUND

D6.1 describes the characteristics and functionalities of the multimodal content-based
recommender. As such, it is most strongly related to Task 6.1. It provides function-
ality for building both the Contextualising Tool aimed at journalists (Task 6.2) and the
Second Screen Application that is designed for “media consumers” (Task 6.3).
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2 INTRODUCTION

One of the major aims of the EUMSSI project is to make access to relevant back-
ground information, related content and other media items, easy and transparent for
the users. In particular, the objective is to remove the need for the user to explic-
itly and manually seek out information from a variety of sources, and instead present
“interesting” content proactively.

The approach lies in analyzing the user’s context so as to deduce possible needs
and interests without forcing the user to explicitly state them. Interaction with the
system should be intuitive and light-weight, and will ideally present information and
insights that the user might not even think to look for when using more traditional
approaches.

For the Contextualizing Tool (described in more detail in D6.2), the journalist will
simply start writing an article or preparing a report, and the EUMSSI platform will
provide relevant information automatically. In the Second Screen case (see D6.3),
the currently viewed content, be it from broadcast TV or online video, will be used
to establish the context for which to provide additional content. In both cases, the
EUMSSI system will need to select relevant content and resources, though of course
what can be considered “relevant” may vary greatly between those two applications.
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3 RECOMMENDER TECHNIQUES

The term “recommender system” typically refers to systems or algorithms that provide
a user with interesting content based on a user’s tastes or preferences.

Common examples are music recommendation [Cano et al., 2005b; Celma, 2010],
where the system proposes songs a user might like, or generates playlists (possibly
taking into account the current context instead of overall taste [Beach et al., 2008;
Karatzoglou et al., 2010; Baltrunas et al., 2011]), or movie recommendation (e.g. Net-
flix1 [Gomez-Uribe and Hunt, 2015]). One of the pioneers in commercial use of rec-
ommender techniques was Amazon2, initially for books and then for other products
also. A screenshot of book recommendations can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Amazon personalized recommendations

There are different approacs to recommendations, the most common of which
are content based recommendation (which uses intrinsic attributes of the content
to recommend), collaborative filtering (which builds on other people’s opinions and
preferences), as well as hybrid systems that integrate both. Finally there are some
approaches that use demographic information to build the user profile, as well as
attempts to take into account the current context or improve diversity of results.

3.1 Content based recommendation

Content based recommendation uses characteristics of the content that a user “likes”
to find similar content that shares some of those characteristics. An overview is given
by Pazzani and Billsus [2007]:

1http://netflix.com
2http://amazon.com
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“Content-based recommendation systems share in common a means
for describing the items that may be recommended, a means for creating
a profile of the user that describes the types of items the user likes, and a
means of comparing items to the user profile to determine what to recom-
mend. The profile is often created and updated automatically in response
to feedback on the desirability of items that have been presented to the
user.”

Items are often described as vectors of (numeric) attributes that can then be easily
compared to find similar items, e.g. using the very common cosine similarity metric34.
Typically, one calculates the user model as being the average or centroid5 of all the
item vectors of known content that the user likes (based on purchases, viewing or
listening behavior, etc.). The system then recommends new items that are close to
this centroid.

The content description can be generated by hand, derived from existing meta-
data, or extracted automatically, e.g. through signal processing from music record-
ings [Casey et al., 2008; Cano et al., 2005a]. An example using music description
generated by human experts can be seen in Figure 2.

Content based recommendation has the advantage over collaborative filtering
(see following section) that it is only based on the user’s behavior and preferences
and the content itself. It is thus applicable in settings where data from other users is
not available. However, it needs a good description of the content in order to calcu-
late a meaningful similarity, which is often not available a priori and difficult to extract
automatically.

Also, in many cases the similarity metric used can make it difficult to discover truly
new content, rather than items that are close to identical to content the user already
knows. There are some approaches to improve the diversity of a set of results, given a
measure of relevance and a measure of diversity between any two items, e.g. the one
proposed by Minack et al. [2011]. In the case of content based recommendation the
relevance is given by the recommender algorithm, whereas the diversity comes from
the similarity between items, making this approach easily applicable in this setting.

3.2 Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering leverages the opinions and tastes of other users (the wisdom of
the crowd) to find relevant content:

Collaborative filtering is a method of making automatic predictions (fil-
tering) about the interests of a user by collecting preferences or taste in-
formation from many users (collaborating). The underlying assumption
of the collaborative filtering approach is that if a person A has the same
opinion as a person B on an issue, A is more likely to have B’s opinion

3http://blog.christianperone.com/2013/09/machine-learning-cosine-similarity-
for-vector-space-models-part-iii/

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosine_similarity
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centroid
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Figure 2: Pandora: music recommendation

on a different issue x than to have the opinion on x of a person chosen
randomly. [Collaborative Filtering on Wikipedia]6

Collaborative filtering has become the main strategy for recommending content
(at least in a general commercial context), with Amazon using it prominently [Linden
et al., 2003]. Amazon even explicitly shows its use of other users’ purchase history
when presenting recommendations, as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Amazon: collaborative filtering

3.2.1 Algorithms

Collaborative Filtering works well when a preference history is available for a large
number of users. It is simple to implement as it needs no specific domain knowledge,
nor costly (expert) or difficult (automatic) annotation of the content. It also has the
advantage that it may capture links between different items that may be liked by the
same group of people, despite not being very similar when looking purely at content
similarity metrics.

However, it fails to work for new content for which no purchase or consumption
history is available, as well as for new users7. This is known as the cold start problem8.

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collaborative_filtering
7This is true for content based recommendation also.
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_start
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We will now provide a quick overview of the main approaches to collaborative
filtering:

User-based recommendation consists in first finding a neighborhood of users with
similar tastes to the current user. It is then assumed that users that share many
(known) preferences with the current user are likely to also coincide in their tastes for
other items that the current user may not yet know.

The system then proceeds to pick the (unknown) items that are most liked by the
users in the neighborhood, and presents those as recommendations.

Establishing the neighborhood of “similar” users is normally done by representing
each user as a numeric or binary vector, where each dimension represents a rating
or purchase of a specific item. These vectors can then be easily compared using a
variety of similarity metrics to find the N most similar users.

Item-based recommendation is traditionally the most common approach to collab-
orative filtering [Sarwar et al., 2001; Linden et al., 2003]. It is very similar to user-
based recommendation, but uses a neighborhood of similar items for each item the
current user expressed positive preference for, and then aggregates all of those lists
to create the ranking used for recommendation9.

It has gained traction in commercial settings because of big computational advan-
tages over user-based recommendation, in particular that the item similarities (using
a vector of all users who liked or purchased each item) can be precalculated. It is thus
possible to very efficiently produce recommendations on-the-fly for a given user.

Matrix factorization predicts unknown preference associations from a sparse (in-
complete) matrix of known associations.

A matrix R can be decomposed, e.g. via Singular Value Decomposition (SVD),
into matrices U , S, and V , such that the product of those matrices is equal to the
original matrix. It can also be decomposed into smaller (truncated) matrices Uk, Sk

and Vk, such that the product of these is a good approximation of the original matrix.
By optimizing the decomposition such that the reconstructed matrix Rk is a good

approximation of R for those elements that have known values while ignoring the
blank values, this method has been successfully applied for recommender systems,
and has gained great popularity in the context of the Netflix prize1011 [Bennett and
Lanning, 2007]. Unknown values are then estimated by reconstructing the full matrix
from its truncated decomposition, thus filling in the blanks with values that best fit with
a good approximation of the previously known parts of the matrix.

In the DiCo(Re)2s project12, we used an implementation of ALS-WR provided by
Myrrix [Owen, 2013], which is designed to deal with implicit feedback data, as op-
posed to explicit ratings. As stated on the official Myrrix page:

9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Item-item_collaborative_filtering
10http://www.netflixprize.com/
11https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netflix_Prize
12FP7-SME-2010-1 262451, http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/99480_en.html
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Myrrix uses a modified version of an Alternating Least Squares algorithm
to factor matrices. The essential elements of this approach are explained
in, among other resources:

• "Collaborative Filtering for Implicit Feedback Datasets" by Hu, Koren
and Volinsky [2008]

• "Large-scale Parallel Collaborative Filtering for the Netflix Prize" by
Yunhong Zhou, Dennis Wilkinson, Robert Schreiber and Rong Pan
[2008]

• Alex Smola’s Scalable Machine Learning course notes, Lecture 8,
Section 2 from slide 34 in particular. [Smola, 2012]

However, like all collaborative filtering methods, such an approach using only user-
item preference data has major downsides when dealing with new users or items that
are not sufficiently connected in the known data (cold start problem).

3.3 Hybrid recommenders

The cold start problem arises when a user or a content item does not have sufficient
historical data known to the system (or none at all), which makes it impossible to rec-
ommend content for new users or to recommend new offers. A common approach is to
use content based or hybrid recommendation, combining content based recommen-
dation with collaborative filtering. However, the hybrid approaches most commonly
only integrate information about the recommended items, which can be modelled as
a similarity metric between items and thus integrates easily in an item-based recom-
mender model. Those approaches are therefore useful to deal with cold start for new
content, but do not help with recommendations for new users. Other recommenders
use user neighbourhoods (user based recommendation) and thus can easily integrate
demographic information, but few systems can include both user and item information
in combination with interaction data.

While the Cold Start problem is a major problem with collaborative filtering in
general, it is a particularly important issue in the discount offer setting we faced in
DiCo(Re)2s due to high turnover in users consuming coupons and the constant intro-
duction of new offers. Even for existing and registered users, usage data is often very
limited (dormant users) and being able to provide recommendations for those users is
a strong business case. Our system therefore integrates additional data about users
and offers, in order to match new items to existing ones without relying purely on
preference data.

Additional information about users and offers is used to match them to existing
users or offers. This includes structured metadata (e.g. demographics, geo-location,
or product category) as well as unstructured textual data (e.g. offer descriptions, etc.).
Natural language processing techniques are used to extract relevant information from
the unstructured text.

An interesting approach that allows to integrate both user and item information is
the use of machine learning to learn a projection from user- or item-features directly
into the feature space used by an SVD-recommender as proposed by Almosallam
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and Alkanhal [2011]. We opted for a simpler alternative, also using a matrix factor-
ization (or SVD) recommender, that maps demographics, content features, and other
information directly onto user or item preference vectors, making that information an
integral part in the entire transformation process [Grivolla et al., 2014]. We thus ex-
tended the user-item preference matrix by integrating demographic data as well as
product / item information, as seen in Figure 4.

The recommender we developed for DiCo(Re)2s uses user-item associations from
the coupon redemption history. Different levels of user-item association strength can
be defined based on different types of interaction (viewing, acquisition, redemption,
etc.). Additionally, demographic data about registered users, or similar meta-data
about locations in the case of recommendations for public displays are incorporated.
Information about offers is also used, including textual offer descriptions as well as
more specific information extracted automatically from those texts using Natural Lan-
guage Processing techniques and semantic analysis.
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Figure 4: Enriched preference matrix

The matrix elements are thus not anymore considered strictly "preferences" but
are rather "associations" that allow to obtain a richer profile for users as well as items.
It is important to note that our approach is made possible by this recent framework
that defines the user–item matrix not as a rating matrix but rather as a matrix of as-
sociations, where each user is defined through their associations with content items,
and inversely each item is defined through its association with users. It is thus sound
to extend users’ and items’ representations by incorporating additional associations,
which would not be possible when seen as a matrix of ratings.
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4 RECOMMENDATION IN THE EUMSSI PROJECT

Within the EUMSSI project, “traditional” recommendation based on user-item interac-
tion (buying, listening, viewing, etc.) is only one part of how the system can proactively
provide useful content or information. Just as important, or more so, is the automatic
selection of relevant content or background information based on content analysis.
While this can profit from having user interaction data it mainly leverages search / in-
formation retrieval as a means to access relevant content and is described in section
4.1.3.

In the journalistic use case the main basis for “recommending” content is the arti-
cle the journalist is writing, allowing the system to detect possible topics for providing
background information and related content. Similarly, in the second screen use case
the currently viewed content (e.g. a TV broadcast) serves the same purpose, analyz-
ing that content in the same way as the media content contained in the archives (i.e.
the EUMSSI database).

4.1 Profile and interaction based recommendation

As suggested above, in both EUMSSI use cases the current context trumps general
user preferences or tastes when it comes to determining what content to provide to
the user.

While for music or movie recommendations, or even general sales (such as on
Amazon), the user’s interests remain somewhat stable (listening to the same groups /
genres, watching the same types of movies, etc.), this is much less true in the EUMSSI
project. Journalists may have personal interests to some degree, but the information
they need is much more driven by the article they are currently working on. The same
is true for the “second screen” user at home, who should receive information that is
relevant to the currently viewed content, rather than items of general interest.

This does not preclude the use of recommendation techniques such as those out-
lined in section 3, but means that special care needs to be taken to properly define
the context that defines a user’s interest profile. Already in other recommendation set-
tings, changes in tastes over time or depending on the current activity or mood need
to be taken into account, e.g. by decaying the weight of older preference associations
[Koren, 2010; Koenigstein et al., 2011; Lathia et al., 2010]. Zheng et al. [2012] iter-
atively alter the traditional cosine similarity to take the user context into account, for
travel recommendations (this in contrast to filtering out items that do not fit the user’s
context). They use a traveling scenario, where destination preferences may be de-
termined by season, company, wheather, duration and several other preferences (all
contribute a bit). The intuition is that the similarity measure learns (or takes into ac-
count) which features are most important or most distinctive for the user (they receive
higher weight when calculating similarities between users).

For the EUMSSI uses cases one can expect stronger breaks in the preference
profile when switching between different work assignments or when viewing different
broadcasts / videos. It is therefore essential to model the concept of having such “ses-
sions”, which are internally coherent but may differ strongly between each other, even
for the same user. Preference associations (user-item interactions) are then linked to
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those sessions rather than the user in general and the profiles are mostly constrained
to those sessions. It is still open to what degree user-level (global) preferences can
be useful in addition to the session-level models.

4.1.1 Usage data collection

The EUMSSI platform provides API calls to register all kinds of actions that are per-
formed within the applications (contextualizing tool or second screen). In particular,
the front-end applications can inform the back-end of any relevant user-item inter-
action, ranging from more implicit interactions such as viewing a video, reading an
article, etc., to explicit expressions of interest such as embedding content for use in
the article.

All such interactions are stored in a database, including the user-, item- and
session-id, the type of interaction, as well as any additional potentially useful infor-
mation.

The API is documented for use by the different applications in the platform wiki on
Github13:

The relevant service for machine usable feedback records “actions”
(as opposed to “reports” meant to be read by humans), being any kind
of user-related feedback to be used for personalization/recommendation,
etc. This includes both explicit (e.g. likes) and implicit feedback (e.g.
clicks, views, ...).

The API is generic and allows logging any kind of action, with any kind of additional
information. Depending on the application, the information then needs to be used
according to the specific needs of the application, taking into account the types of
actions that are logged and what information they confer about user preferences.

The exact use of the API will thus depend on the application using it, and both the
application frontend and the recommender backend will need to agree on the types of
actions, and how to use it when creating a recommender model. A typical log entry,
representing a journalist embedding a video in the report he is working on, could look
like the following (using human readable names instead of internal identifiers):

Application DW contextualizing tool
User Tom
Session fracking-report
Item German government approves controversial fracking bill
Action embed

4.1.2 Recommender models

This data is then used to create user-item (or rather session-item) association models
using Oryx14 (the successor of Myrrix which we had previously used in the DiCo(Re)2S
project) which can be used for a variety of purposes. In particular, it allows the system
to find potentially interesting content based on what other users in a similar context

13https://github.com/EUMSSI/EUMSSI-platform/wiki/API#feedback-api
14http://oryx.io/
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found interesting. It also enables the system to directly establish item-to-item relations
(aka “related items”) based on those same interactions.

The Oryx open source project provides simple, real-time large-scale
machine learning / predictive analytics infrastructure. It implements a few
classes of algorithm commonly used in business applications: collabora-
tive filtering / recommendation, classification / regression, and clustering.
It can continuously build models from a stream of data at large scale using
Apache Hadoop. It also serves queries of those models in real-time via
an HTTP REST API, and can update models approximately in response to
streaming new data. This two-tier design, comprised of the Computation
Layer and Serving Layer, respectively, implement a lambda architecture.
[. . . ]

Oryx implements a matrix factorization-based approach based on a
variant of ALS (alternating least squares) for collaborative filtering / rec-
ommendation. Recommender engines are most popularly used to sug-
gest items like books and movies to people, but can in general be used
to guess unobserved associations between entities given many observed
associations. [Owen, 2015]

Oryx thus presents a very scalable framework, capable of working with any kind
of association data. It is completely agnostic of the application or the meaning of the
association pairs. It is thus up to the application to properly define the possible types
of associations with the weight they should have in the statistical model computed by
Oryx. There will be a specific recommender layer for each application in the EUMSSI
project to perform the transformation of feedback data into association triplets that
can be used by Oryx, and to provide the recommendations in an appropriate format
to the front-end application.

4.1.3 Search based recommendation

As mentioned before in section 4.1.3, especially in the context of EUMSSI (in both
the journalist and the second screen use case) providing content based on the user
profile (whether explicit or statistically determined from usage history) is only a small
part of the solution. The information that is relevant to a user very strongly depends
on the specific context and task at hand rather than general interest in a topic. It is
therefore clear that the recommendations must be based mostly on this context, and
can be complemented or adjusted based on a more general user model.

As described in deliverables D6.2 and D6.3, at this point the two demonstrators
that are foreseen in the project have not yet been developed individually. Instead
a common basis, called the “EUMSSI toolbox”, has been developed that provides
access to the (analyzed) data available in the platform and serves to develop a set
of visualization and interaction devices which can then be used for both use cases.
Considering that recommendation depends very much on the needs of the user in a
specific use case, this common toolbox does no currently include recommendation
as part of its functionalities. However, some of the tools it includes are the basis for
proactively providing information to the user, which could be considered “recommen-
dation” in the broader sense.
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Apart from the result list (a list of documents from the EUMSSI database), which
is provided as the result of an explicit search by the user, there are several widgets
designed to provide (sometimes unexpected) insights into the data, and to explore
the available media in an interactive way. In particular, it provides easy access to
background information such as the Wikipedia pages of relevant persons, locations or
organizations, the visualization of temporal dynamics (which may highlight important
events that can then be explored further), and many more.

The two use case applications will move away from having the user manually
enter search terms, and will instead automatically analyze the source content in order
to provide relevant information.

In the case of the journalist’s contextualizing tool, keywords, entities, etc. will be
automatically extracted from the article the journalist is writing (or snippets pasted
from existing articles) in order to form a semantically rich query with which to find
additional content or information. It is thus very close to the content based recom-
mendation described in section 3.1, leveraging the powerful content analysis modules
contained in the EUMSSI platform to extract a meaningful description of the content.

In fact, the function of the Solr15 information retrieval system used at the core of
the EUMSSI platform is to find the K most similar content items to a given refer-
ence vector (the query) [Smiley et al., 2015]. It thus functions exactly as a content
based recommender when provided with a user profile or context vector as a query.
It even includes functionality for item-to-item recommendation called more-like-this,
which can help create appropriate input vectors from a given document.

The second screen application is very similar, using the currently viewed content
(or even just a limited time window of that content) as an input for the recommendation.

4.2 Recommendation and User Experience

There is increasing awareness in recent years of the relationship between recom-
mendation and user experience [Knijnenburg et al., 2012; Konstan and Riedl, 2012].
In particular, it has been noted that optimizing the ranking of the list of recommended
items (which is the purview of the algorithm described above) is only a part of creating
a useful and useable system.

In the EUMSSI project from early on there has been the realization that selecting
content and presenting it go hand in hand, and that the visualization and presentation
devices both depend on and condition the underlying information to be shown.

The user experience is what most differentiates the two use cases (which other-
wise share much of the underlying technology), and this will strongly influence the
selection of content or information to present to the user.

While a journalist working on an article may have a need for lists of relevant con-
tent, thus staying close to the design of the EUMSSI toolbox and the traditional ap-
plication of recommender algorithms, this is likely much less the case for the second-
screen scenario where smaller information snippets may prove to be more useful.
Both use cases also differ in the interaction with the user, and thus the types of feed-
back that can be gathered, as well as the scope of what can be relevant to a user at
a given time.

15http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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It will therefore be essential to work closely with the development of the two
demonstrators throughout the third project year to iteratively define and refine what
information to provide to the applications, and how to use that information meaning-
fully and accessibly.

Similarly, the applications will determine what kind of feedback can be provided
to the system. In some cases, explicit feedback may be available (e.g. via thumbs-
up/thumbs-down widgets, etc.), but implicit feedback will also need to be used effec-
tively to provide a sufficiently large amount of interactions for statistical analysis. This
includes clicking on or viewing content, but can also include even more fine-grained
tracking, e.g of dwell-time [Yi et al., 2014].

There are a number of ideas of how recommendation can fit in either or both
applications, which will be tested and refined alongside the development of the to use
case demonstrators:

• Popular (top-n) items can be recommended to new users who want to know
what is currently considered important (e.g. trending topics).

• Recent items can be recommended to returning users who want to know what’s
new (either in general or focused on a specific work topic).

• For users who search for specific things, the most relevant items based on con-
tent are presented.

– The query can be manually entered or automatically generated based on
the context (viewed content, article being written, . . . ).

• Depending on the user context (i.e. is the journalist already writing or just doing
background research, is it a recent or older event, a small or large event, is there
a deadline, ...) the recommendation strategy can be adapted.

• For second-screen users, collaborative filtering may be good for recommending
things that the user also might want to see, whereas content-based might be
better for related videos. Especially in a live broadcast setting, popular com-
ments related to the video or event can be interesting, directly taking advantage
of other users’ participation.

• Especially for journalists who just started exploring an event (or for second-
screen users who are new to the event) diversification can be very important, in
order to provide a broad overview of the topic.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Current state and ongoing work

The EUMSSI platform has been prepared in order to be handle tasks related to rec-
ommendation, by incorporating a vast range of content analysis modules that provide
a rich semantic representation of the content, as well as feedback mechanisms that
allow end-user applications to record all kinds of explicit and implicit user–item inter-
actions and preferences.

There is still some ongoing work refining and adjusting the corresponding APIs
and storage formats to make sure all relevant information can be captured and be
available for any later uses.

Initial work has started implementing the recommender layer that transforms and
ingests feedback data into the Oryx backend. However, much of that work will depend
on the exact needs of the applications for the two use cases.

5.2 Next steps and future work

The two use case applications are starting to be developed separately (as seen in
D6.2 and D6.3) with their respective, very different, user interfaces. Both of these will
incorporate feedback mechanisms, with the possibility to record user actions. There
will be ongoing collaboration (together with end users) to determine the relevant scope
and context that may be useful in providing recommendations, and to define what
information can and should be provided by the backend.
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